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Proud Boy Gets 17 Years, BLMers Who Burned Cities Get
Far Less
https://media.blubrry.com/1462062/thenewa
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Podcast: Play in new window | Download
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Subscribe: Android | RSS | More

U.S. District Judge Timothy Kelly sentenced
Proud Boy Joseph Biggs to 17 years in prison
for his actions on January 6. Biggs tore down
a fence meant to keep people from getting to
the Capitol. A fellow Proud Boy, Zachary
Rehl, received a 15-year sentence. These
sentences are much more severe than the
ones Black Lives Matter rioters who burned
police stations and cars received. 

Also, Trump just told Americans not to comply with any upcoming virus-related mandates; Tucker
Carlson suggests that those in charge may start a world war to keep from losing power in 2024; and the
judge presiding over the Trump trial in Georgia is opening it up to TV cameras. 

In the second half of the show, Christian Gomez interviews Selwyn Duke about how the transgender
revolution is the next phase of the ’60s feminist revolution, and then Christian interviews John Birch
Society researcher Peter Rykowski about the Washington spendathon and what needs to be done to
restore fiscal sanity. 
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Get a subscription to The New American print magazine & never miss an issue like Enemies of the
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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